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undue  emphasis to 
its  importance. We 
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a number of leads 
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into the literature, and we urge the reader to follow  them  up  in order to 
get  a detailed sense of the approaches that currently seem  promising. 

Since the bulk of the theoretical work on perception  (including our own) 
has been om vision, we confine  ourselves  almost 'exclusively to remarks in 
this area. We  begin  y  offering an abstract characterization of the per- 
ceptual process, which  may be  used to describe .all of these approaches. 
Each approach is obtained by placing different restrictions on the abstract 
characterization, which  lows one to pin  &nt the essential features of each 
approach succinctly and to compare an contrast the differences  between 
them. 

We think of a perceptual device  as  being capable of telling  whether 
what it perceives (a scene) has a certain property. Thus there are only 
two  possible outputs: 1 (corresponding to a yes answer) and O (corre- 
sponding to a no answer). A device that can do this  must  be rather com- 
plex.  Seven  different features must  be  specified  in order to define  such a 
device  mathematically: 

1. 9, the form of the original perceptual data, e.g., the state of the 
retina; mathematically, is a  family  of structures (sets together with 
relations on the set) rather than simple  sets. 

2. Q, the preprocesser, which looks at elements of CD and outputs (coded) 
information about them; @ is fixed (-no learning) and hopefully  fairly 
simple. 

3. c , the set of possible outputs of a; alternatively,  the  possible inputs 
to R; coded  information about elements of ,-T. 

4. Q, the feedback (reinforcement) ; it may be  a  function of the answer. 
5. A, the learning component, whose input is Q and output is 9. 
6. 9, the set of possible particular programs fi can use to compute its 

answer; c1> is the output of A. 
7. R, the processer, whose inputs are elements of C and Q, and which 

outputs the final  answer;  a  general  type of computing  device that must  be 
programmed to be able to handle  any particular problem. 

Schematically,* 

m---- A 

fl 
answer 

A 

Thus, Q, A, arad R are components of the  computing  devices, while Ca, 
and X? define  the perceptual situation (environment ) . The question is al- 





questions  about the power and l i~itation~ of the device.  These  are the 
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tention was  paid to perception. The theoretical ideas developed  in  this 
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learning can be  studied easily) and Q, operates in parallel (computing 
many  things at  once). The preprocessor @ answers a question by stating 
whether a statement, P ( X ) ,  is true af X .  Formally, P can  be  represented 
as a function from all the possible  values of , X  into (Q,1} with Q corre- 

being true. Since Q, oprates in 
e predicate P át a time. Hence, the 
ndently. This means that Q, must 

consist of a set of predicates, rather ne predicate. Let p’s henceforth 
represent  typical elelments  of Q,. “hi tion sf determines he nature 

ut of Q, which must c 
takes  as its inputs the n 

and (n+ 1 ) -tuples of re 
coeficients and 8 is the 

[ Q  otherwise. 
A predicate $ is said to be a linear t ~ r ~ ~ ~ o ~ ~  function with respect  to Q, if 

a threshold 8 such that IR, = 1 if $ is true, and 
of all linear threshold  functions with  respect to 
coefficients and threshold  come from the set T 

of “programs”; hence, 9 is the set of all (.+l )-tuples of real numbers. 
How particular elements of CB are selected to make a specific calculation  is 
a learning question  and  is  discussed  in  Section V. 

The general definition of perceptrons, as stated formally, is Uninteresting. 
cause there are no restrictions on the predicates in it is  possible to 
ose a complex partial predicate that “does  all the work” and, hence, 

trivializes fl. (For any t,b, simply  make $ an  element of Q,, and SZ the  iden- 
tity function.) What is needed to capture the  intuition  behind  perceptrons 
is to restrict the partial predicates to being  “simple”  functions. This cannot 
be done with complete  generality  since there is no  general  theory for the 
simplicity of functions.  However,  in particular contexts it is  possible to 
give satisfactory ad hoc  definitions of simplicity.  Technically  speaking,  the 
data CD must  be  specified  before a precise  notion of simplicity  can  be  given. 

Minsky and Papert use  two different definitions of 9, which  gives  rise to 
two  different  theories: an algebraic  theory and a geometric one. Although 
the  results of the  geometric  theory of primary interest to us, we mention 
certain general  concepts that are st  defined  in  terms of the algebraic 
theory. 

Let Q be  the dass of all  nite  sets.  (Minsky and Bapert take CD to be the 
class of all  sets, but their m ts are proved for families  of  finite  sets.) 
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v o c a ~ u ~ a r y  V ,  must satisfy to be codings of figures, with the least  interest- 
ing first (and we omit o vious conditions on  the labels themselves as 

e beginning or end of the  tape,  nor 

g a line segment of a figure must 
contain at least two distinct labels,  but no label may occur twice. 

3. There must be  no ‘’ eometric” impossibilities. There is no  complete 
c~arac te r~~at ion  of these impossibilities, but they seem to  be obtainable 

y deleting one  vertex, e.g., ABC,ADE,BE,DC which 
with the vertex F omitted. 

ntuitively, we have a stra~ghtf~rward method for coding figures as  input 
es  for  automata, including Turing machines. atever  sort of computing 
ce is used, it will be limited by the  limitations of its input. 
he results fall into  two categories: negative (what geometric informa- 

tion cannot  be retrieved from a coding)  and positive (what  can  be re- 
. The positive results are listed first, without proof, since the  proofs 
plex. The negative results are susceptible to  shorter proofs, SO we 

either give or indicate  the main ideas in these proofs. 
A coding is connected if there is a sequence (bo,bl, . . ,b,,) for every pais 

of lines c,d such that bo = c, b,, = d and  for all i, 1 < i < n, b, has a ver- 
tex in  common with b,- and b,, l .  A component of a coding is a maximal 
connected  subset of the coding. 

Note  that a coding is connected if a p r e  for which it is the  coding is 
connected. 

possibly empty  sequence of grimes). 

THEOREM 9. There is an eflective procedure (thus Q Turing machine) for 
liJting the components of Q coding and, hence, for recognizing connected- 

e say that AB is a segment in a coding if there is a line b qA 
the coding, where q, r, and t may be  either  empty or nonempty. An n-tuple 

ne 

C 

E 
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mar  given  above is context-free, but there  is  a  variety of 
ntext-sensitive rather than  context-free  grammars  are more 

useful for analysis sf pictures. For example,  using h and $P as given above 
nerate the set of all s with  horizontal  base  and n units 
even  the simple la for this  set  is  csntext-sensitive. 

and, is  to 'restrict the  base  grammar to 
xt-free  and  then to apply  transformations  to  this  base.  Increas- 
nce  between  grammars for pictures  and  grammars for linguistic 

utterances seems  likely  in  the future. 
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standard,  except  that  the  notion of a subtrial is introduced. 
corresponds to what is usually  called a trial, but no reinforcement OP" con- 
ditioning  takes  place.  Conditio 
now  called a trial. A subtrial 
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theorem says  the  stimulus-response  model will at asymptote be weakly 
equivalent to any  finite automaton that can recognize the figures in G . )  

As far  as time is concerned, the theorem is actually proved  by  placing  a 
lower bound on the rate of  learning. This lower bound is unreasonable, but 
the actual rate will be much faster. Still,  the learning would  probably be 
classified as slow, and perhaps as  un&asonably slow. Minor  modifications 

ay increase  the rate of learning,  just  as  many variations are available for 

Beaming procedures assumed an arbitrary 
starting point and simple yes/no reinforcement. This is  the  most difficult 
learning situation, and a slow rate of learning can  probably be expected. 
This difficult  situation is the correct one for proving  asymptotic or con- 
vergence  theorems. It is probably not the correct situation for the  detailed 

of perceptual  learning. e ordinary learner does not have  an 
ary starting point, and in ns he  is  given  more information 
what to do than simp1 yes or no after each  response. 

evelopment sf more  complex and more  realistic learning models  is 
e  scope of this chapter. 
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